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1 Introduction

The restitution of an intangible scene is basically composed in two different tasks: Reconstructing the tangible heritage of the cultural site and proposing a restitution of the intangible cultural heritage. See [1] and [2] for a survey of the possible way to present a general classification of the different approaches that might be employed to constitute a visual representation of cultural heritage. A lot of previous work has already been done in the domain of virtual tangible heritage reconstruction, see [3], [4] and [5]. In this specific area, different points are critical: the digitization and processing of the environment, the preparation of the lighting model and the modelling of the textures. In order to reach an immersive cultural VR or AR application including intangible content, the critical aspects are the modelling and animation of the virtual character. Indeed, the restitution of scenes involves virtual characters [6] and [7].

Fig. 1: 17th century painting and 3D reconstruction of Lady Ada Byron
The last 2 decades, a lot of work has been done in the domain of virtual museum. Tangible and intangible restitution in virtual museums has to be historically precise, pedagogic and well designed. The additional difficulty is to provide an efficient application that satisfy the user’s expectations. In this chapter we present the different method around interactive behavior for virtual humans. We illustrate techincs based on our work for the special Lady Ada Byron’s exhibition at the Nixdorf Museum in Germany (see figure 22 and [8]). A virtually modelled Lady Ada was projected onto a big wall screen inside a tunnel. She could react to the presence of people and talk to them, explaining historical clues related to her story.

We will present first the tracking development that allow to feel the visitor, and then how this information is integrated to a global behavior system that give constituency to the virtual human and embed all necessary components.

2 Tracking

To give senses to our VH we need to get a stream of information about the behavior of the passing people. Usually this means the use of sensors that can extract various information from the visitors, along the time and with a sufficient accuracy. In our case study we needed the position of the people at least 15fps. This was made possible by the use of multiple sensors and tracking technology. The device Kinect V1 [9] (Microsoft Xbox One), which was originally developed for home entertainment purposes, but has also gained popularity in the scientific community [10 and 11]. The Kinect is an Infrared depth scanner and HD camera (720p), composed of an infrared (IR) projector, an infrared camera and an RGB camera.

![Fig. 2: Tracked Hand. The position of the center of the hand is determined in real time by a Microsoft Kinect V1 that provide depth information](image)

1 Acquisition
We set up 4 Kinect for windows v1 side by side, such that the area covered by each Kinect is along the other one. All connected to a computer that will process the information and output on a video projector.

**Fig. 3:** Schematics of the sensors set-up. On top are the four Kinects that detect people in a contiguous circular area.

2 Processing

The incoming data acquired is four images of depth at a variable rate. We then have a buffer that wait to receive four images to then merge them into one to avoid missing images. We extract blobs based on the depth information. We decided to use a depth corresponding to a range of 40cm, between 1.50 and 1.90m above the ground to be able to detect most people. An additional function give us the position of the center of this detected blob over time. Another memory function insure we know the position of the same person over time without misleading the person. The output is an array of person position over time, so their trajectory.

3 Analysis

From the position of the user at a certain rate, we then processed these information to extract high level information. Using Markov chains and statistical analysis, we could define a spatial behavior of people corresponding to their intentions based on a sequence of position (around 40 positions). Therefore we know if the people are approaching the virtual human, going away or staying at their place. Two different information are outputted to the behavior system:
• The spatial region where the people are at any time (near the screen, on the right, etc.)
• The intention of the people that come from an analysis of the sequence of motion

These two information are produced at different frequency, and will be integrated in the virtual human behavior by replacing values when these values are changing. Therefore the behavior loop is time-independent of the tracking unit.

4 Behavior Integration

The locomotion, gestures, speech and reaction of the avatar is driven by a behavior management unit that guarantee the constituency and synchronization of the virtual human visual behavior. In the case of human-machine interaction for entertainment purposes, the people are expecting a fast and reliable feedback of the interaction device, which is in this case the virtual human, as suggested in [12], [13] and [14].

1 Behavior Management system

The synchronization between the different possible actions of the virtual human and a huge reliability is essential for his credibility. Such objectives can be achieved using behavior trees. Behavior tree is a programing technics that allows management of errors and is well suited for real time application.
Figure 3: Example of a behavior tree. Here it illustrate how to open a door.

It is made of hierarchical states that can be an action, animation or modification of variable. The behavior made in our case is oriented interaction: The VH passes from idle states where he is doing nothing or static actions to interaction mode where he is approaching the screen as the people are coming and wave at them before talking.

2 Gaze

Having the virtual human looking at you even if you are moving is a common features that is very important for credibility. We use the position tracking and projected that into a plane so that every person in front of virtual Ada will feel that she is looking toward them (figure 26). An adjustment in depth is also necessary to avoid looking above people or in case of children.
Locomotion

The motion of the virtual Ada should be related to the people behavior. Indeed, having the VH walking toward you when you approach him make sense and is part of the believability. However, it is not necessary that virtual Ada get close to the people. It can also run away from them or other behavior, as long as we feel the VH is somehow aware of the visitors. We uses navigation system with pathfinding and root motion. Different technics can be taken for moving in space:

- Using the spatial motion embedded in the animation, if it is a long clip. It means we don’t have precise control every second but roughly every 10s.
- Using Pathfinding and walk animation. This means to have already walk animations. Then we can choose dynamically a place to go and the VH will move accordingly. Here again, there is two ways of doing:
  - First move the virtual human in translation and/or rotation in the same time as the animation is playing. These two has to be synchronized to avoid sliding effect.
  - Using so called root motion. This allows the translation to be determined by the animation, which make more sense and much more easy to use, because no tuning is required. However in that case the driving of the animation by the pathfinding side should be well thought.

Figure 4: Virtual Ada face close-up. The eyes follow the spectator motion.

Figure 5: Virtual Ada walking in determined direction driven by the pathfinding algorithm.
For virtual Ada, we defined six main spots that she is moving toward. The locomotion behavior consist then in moving to front spots when people are present, and going to back spot when nobody is there (figure 27). The gaze motion take control of the joints around the head and overlay other animation such as lip syncing for talks, allowing constituent multiple animation at a time (for example talking and moving the head toward someone).

5 Emotion recognition

Using the studies from [15], we integrate an emotion recognition system based on body movement analysis. This allows the avatar to be aware of the emotion expressed by the people trying to interact with him. It will be then used during the avatar’s talk to better communicate with the user.

![Figure 6: Russel continuous model of emotion. Each emotion is defined by a two dimension coordinates, Pleasure and Arousal.](image)

The emotion recognition system is based on an emotion model from one hand and a motion model on the other hand. A complete motion analysis is made in real time then processed using statistical analysis. The output is an estimation of each people’s emotion regarding the Russel’s classification. The motion of the virtual Ada will be influenced by the recognized emotion.
6 User feedback and application

Lots of adjustment has to be done on-site as the timing of the virtual human behavior needs to be tuned when testing in real condition with behavior of multiple people. The real time analysis and synthesis can be tricky and could go fastly to some bugs or blocked states. This is why the program has to be bug-resistant and running even if some part of it are stuck. The result of the Ada exhibition (figure 29) is an interactive virtual human that react in function of the visitor motion inside a specific area. Position tracking, emotion recognition and behavior analysis is been used to determine a precise state of the people.

Figure 7: Virtual character interaction with passing people in a tunnel. Sensor are located above the people and allow the interaction. Virtual Ada thanks the people to have been to the exhibition and whishes good way back.

5 CONCLUSION

Bringing life in a cultural context means to take into account a lot of information and constraints. Modelling a full human with his accessories and his clothes is already a challenge. We need then to model the environment and integrate the Human inside the environment. Then the motion correlated with gesture and interaction has to be brought. Many decision has to be made at different level that
have consequences. The choice depend on what is the objective: what we want to show and what is the material at disposition. Depending on the way we want to interact (Kinect, position sensor, gesture sensor, distance, speech recognition) we can organize a different virtual human behavior.

We showed through our examples corresponding to multiples European and side project that each case study will drive the development of the final application or research. For cultural heritage, the different resources to digitize can be complex and needs careful attention. Furthermore, the interactivity should follow the educational objectives as for a specific use [16]. The new technics and devices allows now more virtual and augmented reality tours that can enhance the user’s experience.
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